ABSTRACT. X-ray counterparts for 35 galaxy clusters contained in the PF catalog of galaxy clusters and groups were found in XMM-Newton archive. 22 ones (all from ACO catalogue) have extended elliptic Xray haloes appropriate for determination of orientation. Position angles and eccentricities were calculated and compared with cluster orientations optical band.
Introduction
The study of morphology of galaxy clusters is important for understanding the large scale structure of Universe. Orientation of galaxies and clusters may give information about clusterisation and cosmologic evolution. The best way to consider orientation of extragalactic objects is the usage of special large and uniform catalog of galaxy clusters. Clusters are also suitable for orientation analysis in X-ray band because they contain a haloes of hot intergalactic gas.
Since (Binggeli, 1984) orientation of galaxies in clusters was the subject of numerous studies. Orientations of galaxies in 247 rich Abell clusters were studied in detail in Godlowski et al. (2010) and Panko et al. (2013) with corresponding statistical analysis and simulations. Orientation of galaxies from compact sample can be numerically described by the distribution of anisotropy parameter. The parameter was calculated for edge-on galaxies in Parnovsky & Tugay (2007) and for nearby galaxy groups in . Orientation of galaxies in nearby groups was studied by Pajowska et al.(2012) too.
Observational data
Our study in optic band based on PF catalogue of galaxy clusters and groups data. The catalogue contains 6188 structures of southern sky (Panko & Flin, 2006) . Orientations and shapes of PF clusters were calculated taking into consideration galaxy 2D locations in the cluster field using the covariance ellipse method (Carter & Metcalfe, 1980; Biernacka et al., 2007) . To select PF clusters counterparts in X-rays we used Xgal list of all X-ray extragalactic sources observed by XMM-Newton space observatory (Tugay, 2012) . Xgal includes 5021 sources and approximately 30% of them are galaxy clusters. In the current study we found PF clusters counterparts in X-rays, calculated their orientations and eccentricities in X-ray band and compared obtained values with optical data.
Method
Cross-correlation of PF and Xgal objects was performed on the base of condition of appearing Xgal source within PF cluster radius. We found 35 Xgal sources counterparts in PF catalogue. To estimate orientation of X-ray halo we selected at XMM images pixels with certain numbers of detected photons (two, three, four etc). Then we approximated each set of pixels with ellipse by the minimal square method and found positional angle PA and eccentricity e. We succeeded to find X-ray orientation for 28 Abell clusters (Abell, Corwin & Olowin, 1989) from PF catalog but 6 of them have no appropriate optical orientation. Common results are presented in Table 1 . Table 2 shows PF clusters with X-ray sources that are unappropriate for orientation determination by any reason. Clusters with undefined orientation or with large differences in optical and X-ray PA are presented in Table  3 .
Except for 22 clusters with both optical and X-ray orientation there are 13 PF clusters with X-ray sources for which it is impossible to compare orientations.
4 point X-ray sources were found within PF clusters. No X-ray haloes of galaxy clusters were detected for these systems.
1. PF 0120-3828. BAX 017.9025-38.1867 cluster. Xray source 2MASXJ00570192-3806028 galaxy (only 3 references in SIMBAD).
2. PF 0093-2244. MCXC J0056.9-2213 cluster. Xray source RBS139 Seyfert 1 galaxy. 4. PF 0532-2498. Snow 20 cluster (T.Snow, 1970). X-ray source -IC 411 galaxy (9 references).
PF 0408-3720 cluster was unknown in previous works. In the region of this cluster we found ESO 359-19 Seyfert 1 galaxy.
A 3266 -complex system of interacting clusters unappropriate for orientation estimation in X-rays.
Seven PF clusters (bottom of Table 2 ) does not show anisotropy in optical band, so we excluded them from comparison with X-ray data. Specifically, A 3856 shows different orientation of the core and periphery of X-ray halo; A 1111 has spherical halo; other clusters include A 1101, A 3888, A 3911, A 4038 and A 4059.
Results and conclution
Analysis of Table 1 shows that PA tend to correlate. Eccentricity is larger in X-rays because visible hot gas halo lies close to the center of cluster in the region of larger potential. The correlation of orientation in two bands leads to issue that galaxies and gas halo in clusters are involved in significant gravitational interaction but the processes of cluster evolution continue in the current cosmological era. 
